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Abstract 
Whenever variance components are estimated by quadratic forms, co-
variance components in the corresponding multivariate s·; tuation can be 
estimated~ by bilinear· forms using the same matrices, Sampling variances 
and covarianc~s of these estimators are derived. 
1. The Univariate Case 
LL The model 
Notation first used by Hartley and Rao [1967] and many vthers can be adapted 
~:. 
so as to write the general linear model for a vector x of N realized values of the 
random variable X as 
c 
X = !l1 + .E Z. b . 
i=l-l.-l. 
v1here ll is a general mean, ! is a vector of N ones, the b. for i = 1, 
·- -l. 
(l) 
c - l 
are vectors of q~ effects and the Z. are knmm matrices, with b = e, a vector of 
~ -l. -c 
·::- Contribution to discussion of "An invariance property for first and second order 
moments of estimated variance-covariance components.". by H. Ahrens, at the 19th 
"Session on Stochastics", Akademie der Vissenschaften, East Berlin, DDR, January 
12, 1978. 
Paper No. BU-634-M in the Biometrics Unit Mimeo Series. 
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residual error terms, and ~c = !.N~· For the random effects model (the model used 
in the Ahrens' paper, namely Eisenhart's Model II), 
and cov(b., b! , ) = 0 i f i' 
.... 1 -1 .... 
(2) 
·1-1ith q = N and o2 = o2 corresponding to b = e. From (1) an"!. (2) the variance-
c c e .... c .... 
covariance matrix of ~' to be denoted by V , is 
- .... x 
c 
V = var(~) = Z cr~Z.Z! 
.... x ·- . 1 1 .... 1 .... 1 1= 
(3) 
For mixed models, consisting of a mixture of fixed effects and random effects, one 
or more of the bi's (excluding b) represent fixed effects in which cas~ for those 
.... ....c 
1.2. Estimation 
\ve confine attention, as does Ahrens, to the class of unbiased estimators of 
a~ that are quadratic forms in x. Henderson's methods 1 (for random models), 2 
1 .... 
(for mixed models •li th no interactions betl1een fixed and random effects), and 3, 
and also Rao's MINQUE metho~ are in this class but, for example, the iterative 
methods of ML, REML, MIVQUE and iterative MINQUE are not. Wl+hin this class 
suppose that o2i is estimated by x'A.x; i.e., 
- -1,.... 
"'2 I o1.=xA.x. 
- -1-
(4) 
In most procedures for estimating cr~ in the manner of (4), the quadratic form 
x'A.x is not derived directly but is the consequence of taking the expected values 
,.. -~ ...... 
nf c other quadratic forms ~~~1: (often sums of squares or analogous expressions). 
Then 
(5) 
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In random models, E(x) = !-l1 and B. is usually such that t'B. = 0, so that the 
- - . '· -J. - -l -
second .term of (5) vanishes,· and in mixed ··models, unbiased estimation of cr~ by a 
. ~ 
quadratic form occurs only when B and E(x) are such that the second term of (5) 
- -
does vanish. Hence 1ve can take ( 5) as 
E(x'B.x) = tr(B.V ) 
- -~- -~-X 
c 
c 
= tr(B. E cr~Z.Z~) 
---~ . 1' J-J~J J',"' 
c 
E cr~tr(B.Z .Z ~-) = j=l J -~-J-J E k .. cr:: j=l ~J J (6) 
for k .. defined as k .. = tr(B. Z .Z ~). Arraying each side of ( 6) for i = 1, • • ·, c 
~J ~J -~-J-J· 
as a vector, the right-hand side -v1ould be ~~2 for ~2 = [or cr~ • · • cr~]'. Then, on 
taldng the inverse of K :::: (k .. } as K-l = {kij), and equating- .expected values to 
- ~J - -
observed, we have 
"'2 = cr. x'A.x = 
~ 
- -1.-
so that in ( 4-) 
(8) 
1. 3. Example 
The preceding description is nothing more than a formalization of the familiar 
procedure of equating expected values of quadratic forms to their observed values, 
as used in Henderson's Method 1, for example. There, for the 1-way classification 
and 
x 'B x = Lni(xi• 
- -1- i 
-
- X 
... ' a, and j = 
( - - )2 x'B x = LL xi. - x. with B2 = 
- -2- i j J ~- - !N-
1 ... 
' ' 
n. and N = n = 
~ 
l:J 
N -N 
a 
E n., 
i=l ~ 
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where ~n is a s~uare matrix of order n, with all elements unity, !n is an identity 
matrix of order n, and r,+ denotes a Kronecker sum of matrices. 
for (7) and (8), with j = 1 and 2. 
and 
for e = N - L.n~/N. Hence 
~ 
e a-1 
Then 
= eo2 + (a - l)o2 a e 
(N - a)o2 
e 
1 -(a-1) 
e (N-a) e 
K = with -1 K = 
,.... 
1 0 N-a 0 
N-a 
so giving the kij,s for (7) and (8). 
1.4. Sampling variance 
These are the B 's 
..... J 
The sampling variance of the estimator in (4) based on normality assumptions 
is 
v(~2 ) = 2tr(A V )2 i ... i ... x (9) 
on using 1'B. = 0 and hence 1 'A = 0. From (3) we then get ~ ~~ ~ -i 
(10) 
= 2[ ~ o~tr(A.Z .Zj' )2 + 2 ~ ~ o2jo::, tr(A1z .Z ~AiZ. ,Z ~, )] (11) j=l J -~-J- j=l j'>j J - -J-J- -J -J 
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Notation In (11) write 
~"'"' 
and (12) 
so that (11) becomes 
v(~) 
1 
c c c 
= 2( L: cr~\ . . . . + 2 L: L: a~ a~ 1 X . . . . 1 ) j=l J 11,JJ j=l j'>j J J 11,JJ (13) 
More generally, define 
\ •• I •. I = tr(A.Z.Z!A1 ,z. ,z~,) 11 ,JJ -1-J-J- -J -J (14) 
so that both expressions in (12) are special cases of (14). 
2. The Bivariate Case 
2.1. Variance components 
Suppose that on a random variable Y the vector of observations made on exactly 
', 
the same set of observatioria:l'units as yielded x is ~· Corresponding to (1), (2) 
and (3) ·vre define a linear model "for ~ as 
(15) 
with 
and cov(b~~, b! , ) = 0 i f i' 
.... 1 .. 1 (16) 
and 
V = var(y) 
-Y ..... (17) 
Il-l:·, b~:· and a·::-2 play the same roles for y as do 1-1, b1 and a21 for ~' and ~i is the 
-1 1 ' ' - ..... ·- ·-
same as for ~ due to the observational units that yield ~ being the same as those 
.. -6 ... 
that yielded~· Hence equations (4) through (11) are-true with~ and cr~2 replacing 
x and crf, respectively. In particular, ~ased on (7) and (13) 
and 
v(CJ'l!·2) 
i 
2.2. Covariance components 
(18) 
(19) 
Co!DJlonents of the covariance between x and y can be treated in exactly the 
.... .... 
same way. Define y1 as the covariance between the kth elements bik and b~ of 
Si and~~' respectively, fork =1., ···, qi; i.e., 
(20) 
the latter equality arising from (2) and (16). But note that 
cov(bikb~,) = 0 fork/= k' 
and (21) 
As a result of (20) and (21), the matrix of covariances C between x andy is 
.... xy 
(22) 
similar to V and V of (3) and (17) . 
.... x .... y 
~ ~2 ~ The estimtor of y1 corresponding to a = x'A.x and a·: = y'A.y is Y.., = x'A.y i ~ -1- 1 - -1- • - -1-
which is, as shown in Searle and Rounsaville [1974], 
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Y. = x'A.y = M(x + y)'A.(x + y)- x'A.x- y'A.y] = i(~~l--::·2 - if21 - <i"1*2 ) (23) 
l - -~- - - ~~ - - - ~~~ - ~~- ~ 
v1here crr-:·2 is the estimated variance component of the random variable (X + Y) 
"'"' ""'2 corresponding to o~ and o~ · of X and Y, respectively. Hence from (7) 
~ -~ 
c .. 
= ~ :E k~J[(x + y)'B.(x + y)- x'B.x- y'B.y]. 
. 1 - - -J - - N -J- . N --J-
. J= 
2.3. Sampling variance of estimated covariance components 
Consider two bilinear forms ~~12~2 and ~3~34:4 where ~12 and ~34 are sym-
metric with !'~12 =~and ~~~34 = ~' and ~l' : 2 , : 3 and ~4 have a multivariate 
normal distribution vlith means ll 1 and covariances cov(x , x') = C for r ·s =· i r~ ~r -s -rs ' ' 
· • ·, 4. · Then the covariance of these two bilinear forms is given by Searle [1971, 
Chapter 2, equaticn (58)] as 
A 
We use this result to derive first the sampling variance of y 1 = ~~~il and then 
the sampling covariances of the estimated components of variance and covariance. 
···,,·: 
In (25) put ~l = ~3 = X X = X = ~ ~ -' -2 ,...4 
~xy of (20) and ~31 = ~x and S42 = ~y . 
land ~12 = ~34 = ~i' so that·s23 = ~41 = 
Then (25) gives 
v(yi) = tr(A.C )2 + tr(A1V A.V ) . -~-xy ,... -X-~-Y (26) 
By the nature of V , V and C in (3), (17) and (22), this is 
-x ,...y -XY 
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= (. c )2 ( c . )(' c . ) tr I: YiAiZ. Z ~ + tr I: cr~A1z .Z ~ I: d~2A. ZjZj' j=l - -J-J j=l J- -J-J j=l J -~- -
= [ ~- y~tr(A1zjz ~ )2 + 2 ~ - ~ y. y. , tr(A. z .Zj'Aizj ,z ~, )] j=l. -- -J . j=l j'>j J J ·: -~-J--- -J 
[ c c c 
+ I: cr2 cr4~2tr(A Z Z ~ )2 + I: I: (cr2.cr~~.2, + 2 *2 )t (A Z z 'A z z' )] j j i j _cr . , crj r 1 j . i . , .. , 
. 1 -- -J . 1 "'>j J J J -- -J- -J -J J= J= J 
c c c 
= I: (y~ + cr~cr·j .."-2)'i· .. + I: E (2Y.Yj' + a2cr*2 + 2 ~~2)' J J ,... ~ JJ j J.' aJ. ,aJ. 1\ii,J"j' . j=l . ) j=l j 1>j J (27) 
This is a generalization of result (14) given in Searle [1956] for the 1-way 
classification. 
2.4. Similarities between covariance and variance components 
The well-known invariance property (as Ahrens 1 paper calls it) of the first 
order moments is apparent in equations (7), (18) ana (24)~ namely that is the 
same linear function of the same quadratic forms in l as cr~ is in ~' and Yi is the 
same linear function of bilinear forms in x and y using the same matrices as used 
- -
in the quadratic forms. ·-Furthermore, the same kind of invariance property of 
second-order moments, in this case sampling variances, - the moments considered in 
the Ahrens paper- is evident in equations (13), (19) and (27). In those equations 
the coefficients of 2a4J., 2crJ:~ and (y2 + a2a*2 ) in v(cr2 ) v(d*2) and ;(y.), respec-j jj i' i ~ 
tively, are all the same, namely \i ... , and the coefficients of 4a~a~,, 4a~2a~7 ~,JJ J J J J 
d ( r,. Y + ,....2 ,.·:!-2 + 2 -~~2 ) . 1 11 th \ f j J. • I And th an ~Yj j' vjvj' aj,aj are a so a e same, ~ii,jj' or r J • ese 
results are true, not only for the special cases that Ahrens considers but, more 
. . '· 
widely, for all cases and estimation methods wpere variance components estimators 
are quadratic forms-~ 
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2. 5. · Sampling covariances· 
Equation (25) can also be used to derive samplin~_-:covariances between esti-
mated components of variance and covariance in the bivariate (and multivariate) 
case. The arrowed lines in the following figure numbere4 I through VI identify 
the six different kinds of cova.ria.nces. 
Six Covaria.nces 
Estimated Variance Components 
Random Variable 
X y 
Estimated 
Covariance 
Components 
A 
~~~~~--~r~ Yl~ 
IV VI 
The Estimators 
~ = x'A.x 
~ 
- -~-
"-"·2 a·: = y'A y ~ - .... i ... 
A 
yi x'A y 
- ,.,i,... 
~ 
= x'A.,x (J • • I ~ 
- -~ -
A 
yi, = x'A. ,y 
- -1 -
~~2 = 'A cr.;' Y . ,y 
.I. ,., -~ -
The manner in 'Hhich (25) is used for each of the six covaria.nces is shown 
following table: 
Table 1 
Term in (25) 
~1 ~2 :3 ~~ ~12 ~34 £23 £41 S24 
I: cov(x'A.x, y'A.y) X X y y ~i ~i c Scy ~ - -~- - -1- ...:xy 
II: cov(x'A.x, y'A. ,y) X X y y A. A. I c c c 
- -~- ~ ,..,1 - ,.. -~ -~ ....xy ..:x.y ....xy 
III: cov(x'A.x, x'A.y) X X X y A. A. v c c 
- ,....1- - -~,.., -~ -~ ..:X ,..;xy ,..;xy 
IV: cov(~'~i~' x'A. ,y) X X X y A. A., v c c 
,., ,..,l. - .... -~ -~ ....X .... xy -XY 
V: cov(x'A.x, x'A. ,x) X X X X A. A., v v v 
,... -1-
- -1. - -~ -~ ,.:X ....X ...X 
VI: cov(x'A.y, :'~i·~) ~· y X y A. A., Scy ~ v J>.- ...... ~- -~ -~ -Y 
in the 
~31 
c 
,..;xy 
c 
-x:y 
v 
... x 
v 
.... X 
v 
...X 
~ 
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Carrying out these special cases of (25) gives the six covariances as follows: 
II· cov ( cr2 dJ}2 ) 
• i' i I 
c c c 
= 2( E y';A.ii I . . + 2 E E yjy . I) .... I i . I) j=l J 'JJ j=l j 1>j J J.J. '< J 
A [ c c c 
+ oj~Yj)A.ii~,jj'J IV: (2 yi I) = 2 E cr~y . A.i . 1 ..• + E E (crZ.V. 1 cov oi' 
·-1 J J J. 1 JJ j=l j l>j J J J-. . . 
c c c 
' V: (2 "'2 ) = 2( E a:A..; 1 •. + 2 E E cr';o~ 1 A.i. 1 •• 1 ) cov a., oi, J. j=l J J.J. ,JJ j=l jl>j J J J. ,JJ 
The kind of similarities noted in Section 2.4 can be seen here too. In all cases 
the coefficients of the first and second terms are either A.ii,jj and Aii,jjl re-
spectively, or A.i 1 •• and A. .. 1 •• , depending upon the subscripts of the terms for 
J. ' J J J.J. ' J J 
which the covariance is being stated: either i and i, or i and i 1 • 
3· The General Multivariate Case 
When three variables are involved, with data vectors ~' y and z and variance-
covariance matrix 
any quadratic form such as ~ = ~ '~i~ can be written as 
- ll-
~ 
~i 0 0 X 
~~ = x'A X= [x' y' z'] 0 0 0 y ~ - ... i .... .... ... 
-
(28) 
0 0 0 z L- - -J L - J 
so that its variance is 
2 
(29) 
= 2tr.(A.V )2 
-~...x 
just· as in ( 9). A Similarly, any bilinear form sucn as '{i = x 'A. y can be expressed 
- -1-
as 
0 A. 0 X l -~ ... 
"" I 
A. ~A. "{. = x'A.y = [x' y' z'] 0 0 ;:: I ~ - -1- ... 
- -
0:, ... ]. 
-
(30) 
0 0 0 z I 
- -... .... 
'lvith variance 
2 
2 
A.C A V A.V 
-~ .... yx .... i ... y ... ~ ... yz 
= frtr A.V A.C AV 
... ]. ... X .... ~...:x.y .... i ... xz 
0 0 0 
-
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= tr(A.C )2 + tr(A.V A1V ) ~~~xy -~-X- -Y (31) 
as in (26). 
The kinds of expression illustrated in (28) and (30) for a 3-variable situ-
ation carry over identically to the many-variable case. Similarly, results (29) 
and (31), showing that expressions derived for the 2-variable case also hold for 
3 variables, extend quite naturally for any number of variables; i.e., the results 
of Section 2 hold quite generally for any pair of variables in a multivariate 
situation. 
4. Example: The 1-way Classification 
The model for the 1-way classification can be l·lritten as x .. = ~ .+ a:. + e .. 
~J ~ ~J 
with i = 1, ···, a, and j = 1, ···, n1 , with variance components cr~ and cr~ • Then, 
as indicated at the end of Section l. 3, the estimated components which we shall 
a 
here also denote a.s functions a~(:~) and cr2e(~) are, for e = N - L: n~ /N 
i=l J.. 
and 
n. 
a a. ~ 
= [L n.(x. - x)2 - (a- 1) L: L: (x .. 
i=l ~ ~· • 1=1 j=l J..J 
n. 
a ~ 
= L: L: (x .. - xi.) 2 /(N- a). 
i=l j=l ~J 
T'nese are examples of ('r). Then, by (18) 
and by (23) 
(32) 
(33) 
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.. 
and 
From Searle [19'(1, p. 474], using the definitions 
s = 2 
a 
L. n~ 
i=l ~ 
a 
and S = L. n~ 
3 i=l ~ 
the variances of, and covariance beh1een, cr2 and cr2 of (32) E.nd (33) are as fo11mv-s: a e 
(34) 
(35) 
N-a 
and 
vlriting 
and (37) 
and comparing (34) and (35) with (13), and (36) with V below Table 1, gives the 
A.'s as follm1s: 
:\ . = N2 (N-l)(a-l) 
11,22 (N-a)(N2-s )2 
2 
N A. = ---11,12 N2 _ S 
2 
)..22,11 = 0 )\ . = 1 22,22 N _ a )..22 12 = 0 J 
' = 0 
''12, 11 ' - 0 l\12 12 - . 
' 
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Then the fifteen different covariances among cr~, a~, cr-l:-2 
a ' 
tained from the six different kinds of covariances given below Table 1. 
I: cov(~ 
cov(02 
e 
II: cov(~ 
{f!~2) = 
a 
Cfl~2) = 
e 
cov(if~2 ' Ya) = 2[\ll,ll0~2Ya + ~11,22a:2Ye + All,l2( 0~2Ye + 0: 2 Ya)] 
cov(cr~ , ye) = 2\22 , 22a~ye 
V: 
VI: 
cov(ifll'2 ~ ) 
e ' 'e 
( ""'2 cov a'~ 
a ' 
cov(cr~ 
' 
(""'·2 cov a" 
a:: ' 
cov(ya 
' 
(i2) 
e 
if-~2) 
e 
Ye) 
= 
= 
= 
.<\. 21'12,22°~ 
''4 2A12,22°~ 
1'12, 22 ( y~ 
( "'!•? = cov a·=, 
e 
as in (36) 
+ cr2af-·2) . 
e e 
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